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Abstract. We quantify the representational power of matrix product states (MPS) for
entangled qubit systems by giving polynomial expressions in a pure quantum state’s am-
plitudes which hold if and only if the state is a translation invariant matrix product state
or a limit of such states. For systems with few qubits, we give these equations explicitly,
considering both periodic and open boundary conditions. Using the classical theory of trace
varieties and trace algebras, we explain the relationship between MPS and hidden Markov
models and exploit this relationship to derive useful parameterizations of MPS. We make
four conjectures on the identifiability of MPS parameters.
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Matrix product states (MPS) provide a useful and popular model of 1-D quantum spin sys-
tems which approximate the ground states of gapped local Hamiltonians [17]. Here we describe
two results concerning the algebraic geometry of such models.

First, with periodic or open boundary conditions, we describe the closure of the set of states
representable by translation invariant binary MPS as an algebraic variety. Our description is
given as an ideal of polynomials in the amplitudes of the state that vanish if and only if the
state is a limit of MPS with N spins and D = d = 2 dimensional virtual and physical bonds.
In small cases our description is complete. In general such implicitization problems are very
difficult. In Section 1, we exhibit a polynomial which vanishes on a pure state if and only if it
is a limit of binary translation invariant, periodic boundary MPS with N = 4, and a set of 30
polynomials which vanish when N = 5. We also obtain many linear equations which are satisfied
for N up to 12. In Section 2, Theorem 7 gives an analogous result for MPS with open boundary
conditions and N = 3. Finally we examine cases where N � 0. While related, determining the
ideal of the variety of MPS is distinct from problems such as finding entanglement monotones
and invariants under local unitary or local special linear group actions.

Matrix product states bear a close relationship to probabilistic graphical models known as
hidden Markov models (HMM) [2]. Our second main result, described in Section 3, is to make
this relationship precise by modifying the parametrization of HMM to obtain MPS. We review
the invariant theory of trace identities and trace varieties [13] that has been used to study
HMM [4], and how these results apply to varieties of MPS. In particular we obtain a nice
parametrization for translation invariant binary MPS with periodic boundary conditions. Such
parameterizations, by minimizing redundancy, reduce the dimensionality of the optimization
problems arising in the use of tensor network models to study physical phenomena.

Finally in Section 4 we suggest a “dictionary” of similar relationships between probabilistic
graphical models and tensor network state models. Our results are complimentary to the con-
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Figure 1. Translation-invariant MPS with periodic boundary.

nection between invariant theory and diagrammatic representations explored in [1]. In [16], the
appropriate generalization of the trace algebra [13] for higher dimensional analogues of MPS
(such as PEPS) is derived.

1 Representability by translation invariant matrix
product states

First consider a translation-invariant matrix product state with periodic boundary conditions (see
Fig. 1). Suppose the inner (virtual) bond dimension is D, the outer (physical) bond dimension
is d, and there are N spins. Fix D × D complex parameter matrices A0, . . . , Ad−1, defining
the same D ×D × d parameter tensor at each site. This defines the tensor network state, for
ij ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1},

Ψ =
∑

i1,...,iN

tr(Ai1 · · ·AiN ) | i1i2 . . . iN 〉. (1)

Question 1. Fixing virtual and physical bond dimension, which states are matrix product states?

Including states which are limits of MPS, a precise answer to this question could be given
as a constructive description of the set of polynomials f in the coefficients of Ψ such that
f(ψi1,...,iN ) = 0 if and only if ψ is a limit of MPS. This would describe the (closure of the) set
of MPS as an algebraic variety. See [3, 5, 8] for background on varieties and computational
commutative algebra.

Such a description is possible because of the way MPS are defined. Each coefficient ψi1,...,iN

is a polynomial function of the parameters arst in the D × D × d tensor A. Thus (1) defines

a regular map Ψ : CD2d → CdN , whose image we denote by PB(D, d,N), the set of tensors
representable by translation-invariant matrix product states with periodic boundary conditions.
Its closure PB(D, d,N) in either the Zariski or classical topology is an irreducible algebraic
variety consisting of those tensors which can be approximated arbitrarily well by MPS. We can
thus refine Question 1 as follows.

Question 2. Fixing, D, d, and N , what polynomial relations must the coefficients of a matrix
product state satisfy: what is the defining ideal of PB(D, d,N)?

We primarily examine the fully binary case D = d = 2. The invariance of trace under cyclic
permutations of the matrices Ai1 , . . . , AiN means we can immediately restrict to the subspace
spanned by binary necklaces (equivalence classes of binary strings under cyclic permutation) [15].
For N = 3 physical legs, this is the coordinate subspace (ψ000 : ψ100 : ψ110 : ψ111) and all
three-qubit states with cyclic symmetry are matrix product states. For N = 4 it is the six-
dimensional coordinate subspace (ψ0000 : ψ1000 : ψ1100 : ψ1010 : ψ1110 : ψ1111) and not all states
are MPS (Theorem 3). In the N = 5 case the 8 equivalence classes of coefficients under cyclic
permutation are ψ00000, ψ10000, ψ11000, ψ11100, ψ11110, ψ11111, ψ10100, and ψ11010 (see Fig. 2). For
N = 6, . . . , 15 the dimensions of this “necklace space” are 14, 20, 36, 60, 108, 188, 352, 632,
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Figure 2. The eight binary necklaces for N = 5.

1182, and 2192 [15]. In general there are

nd(N) =
1

N

∑
`|N

ϕ(`)dN/`

d-ary necklaces of length N , where ϕ is Euler’s totient function. Thus translation invariant
MPS with periodic boundary of length N and physical bond dimension d live in a linear space
isomorphic to Cnd(N).

Näıvely we have 8 parameters in our 2 × 2 × 2 tensor A, but on each virtual bond we can
apply a gauge transformation P ( · )P−1 for P ∈ SL2 without changing the state [12]. Since SL2

is 3-dimensional, we expect PB(2, 2, 3) to be 5-dimensional. Counting this way, our expected
dimension of PB(D, d,N) is min{D2(d− 1) + 1, nd(N)}. We expect PB(D, d,N) to be a hyper-
surface when this equals nd(N), which happens first when (D, d,N) = (2, 2, 4). In this case our
expectation holds:

Theorem 3. A four-qubit state Ψ is a limit of binary periodic translation invariant MPS with
N = 4 if and only if the following irreducible polynomial vanishes:

ψ2
1010ψ

4
1100 − 2ψ6

1100 − 8ψ1000ψ1010ψ
3
1100ψ1110 + 12ψ1000ψ

4
1100ψ1110 − 4ψ2

1000ψ
2
1010ψ

2
1110

+ 2ψ0000ψ
3
1010ψ

2
1110 + 16ψ2

1000ψ1010ψ1100ψ
2
1110 − 4ψ0000ψ

2
1010ψ1100ψ

2
1110

− 16ψ2
1000ψ

2
1100ψ

2
1110 + 4ψ0000ψ1010ψ

2
1100ψ

2
1110 − 4ψ0000ψ

3
1100ψ

2
1110

− 4ψ0000ψ1000ψ1010ψ
3
1110 + 8ψ0000ψ1000ψ1100ψ

3
1110 − ψ2

0000ψ
4
1110 + 2ψ2

1000ψ
3
1010ψ1111

− ψ0000ψ
4
1010ψ1111 − 4ψ2

1000ψ
2
1010ψ1100ψ1111 + 4ψ2

1000ψ1010ψ
2
1100ψ1111

+ 2ψ0000ψ
2
1010ψ

2
1100ψ1111 − 4ψ2

1000ψ
3
1100ψ1111 + ψ0000ψ

4
1100ψ1111

− 4ψ3
1000ψ1010ψ1110ψ1111 + 4ψ0000ψ1000ψ

2
1010ψ1110ψ1111 + 8ψ3

1000ψ1100ψ1110ψ1111

− 8ψ0000ψ1000ψ1010ψ1100ψ1110ψ1111 − 2ψ0000ψ
2
1000ψ

2
1110ψ1111 + 2ψ2

0000ψ1010ψ
2
1110ψ1111

− ψ4
1000ψ

2
1111 + 2ψ0000ψ

2
1000ψ1010ψ

2
1111 − ψ2

0000ψ
2
1010ψ

2
1111.

The proof of this theorem appears immediately after the proof of Proposition 11. Hence, up
to closure, the set PB(2, 2, 4) of tensors that can be represented in the form (1) where A0 and A1

are arbitrary 2×2 matrices, is a sextic hypersurface in the space of 2×2×2×2 tensors invariant
under cyclic permutations of the indices. The 30-term hypersurface equation was found using
a parametrization of the matrices that is similar to the birational parametrization of binary
hidden Markov models given in [4].

An example of a pure state on four qubits on which the polynomial f of Theorem 3 is
nonvanishing, and so cannot be arbitrarily well approximated by such a matrix product state,
is given by letting ψ1010 = ψ1110 = −1/4 and ψ0000 = ψ1000 = ψ1100 = ψ1111 = 1/4. In
this example, f(Ψ) = 2−5, which is the maximal value of f(Ψ) attained on corners of the 6-D
hypercube.

The other cases with N ≤ 15 when we expect PB to be a hypersurface are when (D, d,N) =
(2, 4, 6), (3, 3, 7), (5, 15, 12), (3, 71, 13), and (2, 296, 14). In general, we will need many more
polynomials to define the space of matrix product states as their zero locus. As an example,
consider PB(2, 2, 5), which we expect to be a five-dimensional variety in the necklace space
C8 = CN2(5).
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Theorem 4. Any homogeneous minimal generating set for the ideal of PB(2, 2, 5) must contain
exactly 3 quartic and 27 sextic polynomials, possibly some higher degree polynomials, but none
of degree 1, 2, 3, or 5.

Proof. Using the bi-grading of Proposition 5, we decompose the ideal I into vector spaces Ir,s.

For each (r, s) with 1
5(r+s) ≤ 6, we select a large number of parameter values Â at random, and

use Gaussian elimination to compute a basis for the vector space Îr,s of polynomials vanishing

at their images Ψ(Â), which is certain to contain Ir,s. We then substitute indeterminate entries
for A symbolically into the polynomials to ensure that they lie in Ir,s, yielding a bihomogeneous
basis for I in total degree ≤ 6. �

This is interesting, because the variety only has codimension 3, but requires at least 30
equations to cut it out ideal-theoretically. Such a collection of 3 quartics and 27 quadrics was
found and verified symbolically. Exact numerical tests (intersection with random hyperplanes)
indicate that the top dimensional component of the ideal they generate is reduced and irreducible
of dimension 5, and is therefore equal to PB(2, 2, 5).

A detailed account of the computational commutative algebra and algebraic geometry meth-
ods needed to extend such results would take us too far afield; we refer the interested reader to
the textbooks [5, 8].

1.1 Homogeneity and GLd-invariance

Note that the equation of Theorem 3 is homogeneous of degree 6, and every monomial has the
same total number of 1’s appearing in its subscripts. Every MPS variety will be homogeneous
in such a grading:

Proposition 5. For any D, d, N , the space of translation-invariant MPS limits with periodic
boundary conditions is cut out by polynomials in which each monomial has the same total number
of 0’s, 1’s, . . . , (d− 1)’s appearing in its subscripts.

Proof. In fact we claim that the ideal of PB(D, d,N) is Zd-homogeneous with respect to d
different Z-gradings degi for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, where degi(ΨJ) is the number of occurrences of i

in J . Since deg(ψJ) := 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

degi(ψJ) = 1, PB(D, d,N) is also homogeneous in the standard

grading.
The usual parametrization Ψ, where A0, . . . , Ad−1 have generic entries, is Zd-homogeneous

with respect to the grading above along with letting degi(Aj) = 1 when i = j and 0 when i 6= j.
Since Ψ is a homogeneous map (as can be seen by writing out its coordinates), its kernel, the
defining ideal of PB(D, d,N), is homogeneous in each of these gradings as well. �

In fact, the variety is homogeneous in a stronger sense because of an action of GLd on the
parameter space of Ψ. In the example above, the action is given by(

g00 g01
g10 g11

)(
A0

A1

)
=

(
g00A0 + g01A1

g10A1 + g11A1

)
,

which descends to an action on Ψ by(
g00 g01
g10 g11

)
· ψijkl =

∑
pqrs

gipgjqgkrglsψpqrs.

The embedding (C∗)d ⊂ GLd as diagonal matrices gives rise to the Zd homogeneity of the
proposition above.
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1.2 Linear invariants and reflection symmetry

There are additional symmetries peculiar to the case D = d = 2. For a generic pair of 2 × 2
matrices A0, A1, there is a one-dimensional family of matrices P ∈ SL2 such that P−1AiP are
symmetric. Thus, a generic point Ψ ∈ PB(2, 2, N) can be written as Ψ(A0, A1) with AT

i = Ai,

and then ΨJ = tr
( ∏
j∈J

Aj

)
= tr

(( ∏
j∈J

Aj

)T )
= tr

( ∏
j∈reverse(J)

Aj

)
= Ψreverse(J). This implies

Proposition 6. If an N -qubit state Ψ is a limit of binary periodic translation invariant matrix
product states, then it has reflection symmetry: ψJ = ψreverse(J) for all J .

For N ≥ 6, N -bit strings can be equivalent under reflection but not cyclic permutation, so
then PB(2, 2, N) admits additional linear invariants, i.e. linear polynomials vanishing on the
model. For N = 6, 7 these are

PB(2, 2, 6) : ψ110100 − ψ110010,

PB(2, 2, 7) : ψ1110100 − ψ1110010 and ψ1101000 − ψ1100010.

For small N we can find all the linear invariants of PB(2, 2, N) using the bigrading of Propo-
sition 5 as in the proof of Theorem 4. Modulo the cyclic and reflection invariants, there are no
further linear invariants for N ≤ 7, but PB(2, 2, 8) has a single “non-trivial” linear invariant

ψ11010010 + ψ11001100 − ψ11001010 + ψ11101000 − ψ11011000 − ψ11100100,

which was obtained by direct calculation. For N = 9, 10, 11, and 12, PB(2, 2, N) admits 6, 17,
44, and 106 such non-trivial invariants, in each case unique up to change of basis on the vector
space they generate.

2 MPS with open boundary conditions

We now consider matrix product states with open boundary conditions, which are even more
similar to hidden Markov models than the periodic version. Here the state is determined by two
boundary state vectors b0, b1 ∈ CD, along with the D ×D parameter matrices A0, . . . , Ad−1 of
the MPS, by

Ψ =
∑

i1,...,iN

bT0Ai1 · · ·AiN b1|i1i2 . . . iN 〉 (2)

=
∑

i1,...,iN

tr(BAi1 · · ·AiN )|i1i2 . . . iN 〉, (3)

where B = b1b
T
0 is a rank 1 matrix. We denote the set of states obtainable in this way by

OB(D, d,N), and its closure (Zariski or classical) by OB(D, d,N). We do not have the cyclic

symmetries of the PB model here, so we consider OB(D, d,N) as a subvariety of CdN . If the Ai

and bT0 have non-negative entries with row sums equal to 1, and b1 is a vector of 1’s, then (2)
is exactly the Baum formula for HMM, so in fact the model HMM(D, d,N) studied in [4] is
contained in OB(D, d,N).

The expression (3) for Ψ is invariant under the action of SLD on the Ai and B by simultaneous
conjugation. Thus, we may assume B is in Jordan normal form, i.e. a matrix of all zeroes
except possibly in the top left corner. As well, the map (B,A1, . . . , Ad) 7→ (t−NB, tA1, . . . , tAd)
preserves Ψ, so discarding the case B = 0 (which will not change OB) we can assume that the
top left entry of B is 1. Thus Ψ is determined by dD2 parameters, the entries of the Ai. In
particular, OB(2, 2, 3) is parametrized by (a dominant map from) 8 parameters, and lives in an
8-dimensional space. This parametrization still turns out still to be degenerate:
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Theorem 7. A three-qubit state Ψ is a limit of N = 3 binary translation invariant MPS with
open boundary conditions if and only if the following 22-term quartic polynomial vanishes:

ψ2
011ψ

2
100 − ψ001ψ011ψ100ψ101 − ψ010ψ011ψ100ψ101 + ψ000ψ011ψ

2
101 + ψ001ψ010ψ011ψ110

− ψ000ψ
2
011ψ110 − ψ010ψ011ψ100ψ110 + ψ001ψ010ψ101ψ110 + ψ001ψ100ψ101ψ110

− ψ000ψ
2
101ψ110 − ψ2

001ψ
2
110 + ψ000ψ011ψ

2
110 − ψ001ψ

2
010ψ111 + ψ000ψ010ψ011ψ111

+ ψ2
001ψ100ψ111 + ψ2

010ψ100ψ111 − ψ000ψ011ψ100ψ111 − ψ001ψ
2
100ψ111

− ψ000ψ001ψ101ψ111 + ψ000ψ100ψ101ψ111 + ψ000ψ001ψ110ψ111 − ψ000ψ010ψ110ψ111.

That is, the variety OB(2, 2, 3) is a quartic hypersurface in C8 cut out by the polynomial above.
This polynomial previously appeared in the context of the HMM [11].

Proof. The map Ψ and its image are homogeneous in the same grading as described in Propo-
sition 5, which we can use as in the proof of Theorem 4 to search for low degree polynomials
vanishing on the variety. When (D, d,N) = (2, 2, 3) the quartic from the theorem appears in
this search. The quartic is prime, and therefore defines a 7-dimensional irreducible hypersurface
in C8. On the other hand, the Jacobian of the map Ψ at a random point, e.g. the point where
A0, A1 have entries 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in that order, has rank 7. Therefore OB(2, 2, 3) is of
dimension at least 7, and contained in the quartic hypersurface above, so they must be equal. �

From Theorem 7, we can derive conditions on OB(2, 2, N) for N ≥ 4 as well. There is
an improper marginalization map from OB(2, 2, N) to OB(2, 2, 3) given by ΨI 7→

∑
|J |=N−3

ΨIJ for

each I of length 3, which commutes with the assignment b1 7→
∑

j3,...,jN

Aj3 · · ·AjN b1. In fact there

are N − 2 such improper marginalization maps, each given by choosing 3 consecutive indices I
to marginalize to (summing over the remaining indices J). By composing these maps with the
quartic polynomial above, we can obtain N − 2 quartic polynomials vanishing on OB(2, 2, N).
Note that this improper marginalization is not the quantum marginal obtained by a partial trace
of the density operator. There are experimental methods to improperly marginalize a MPS, e.g.
by postselection on the summed-over indices.

By analogy to the case of hidden Markov models discussed in the next section, we make the
following

Conjecture 8. For N ≥ 4, a generic N -qubit state can be recovered from its improper marginali-
zation to any three consecutive states. That is, each improper marginalization map OB(2, 2, N)→
OB(2, 2, 3) is a birational equivalence of varieties.

The analogous statement with HMM in place of OB is shown to be true in [4].
Related results include [6] and [18], where it is shown that a quasi-realization for a HMM

can be obtained from moments of order 2k+ 1, where k is the word length at which the matrix
Huv = [P (u∗v), |u| = |v| = k] achieves rank r.

Although the notion of quantum marginalization is very different from classical marginaliza-
tion, from the point of view of algebraic geometry the loss of information about which point on
the variety we began with may not be significant. A more natural conjecture which would have
direct relevance for quantum information is the following.

Conjecture 9. A generic N -qubit (D = d = 2) translation invariant matrix product state Ψ
with open boundary conditions is determined up to phase by a reduced density operator which
traces out all but a chain of three adjacent states, but no fewer.

Such results would be useful for quantum state tomography when tensor network state as-
sumptions hold. When the three adjacent states are qubits 1, 2, and 3 (the first three legs of
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the diagram), this amounts to saying that the group S1 of unit-modulus complex numbers acts
transitively on generic fibres of the real-algebraic map

Ψ 7→

 ∑
i4,...,iN

Ψj1j2j3i4...iN Ψ†k1k2k3i4...iN


j1j2j3k1k2k3

when restricted to OB(2, 2, N). Here the right hand side denotes an order 6 tensor with indices
j1, j2, j3, k1, k2, k3, and Ψ† denotes complex conjugation.

Conjecture 10. A generic N -qubit (D = d = 2) periodic translation invariant matrix product
state Ψ is determined up to phase by a reduced density operator which traces out all but a chain
of four adjacent states, but no fewer.

Again, although the classical and quantum marginals are very different, from the point of
view of algebraic geometry there is reason to hope that if one provides sufficient information
about which point on the MPS variety we began with, so will the other. Similarly Conjecture 10
amounts to saying that S1 acts transitively on generic fibres of the map

Ψ 7→

 ∑
i5,...,iN

Ψj1j2j3j4i5...iN Ψ†k1k2k3k4i5...iN


j1j2j3j4k1k2k3k4

when restricted to PB(2, 2, N).

3 Matrix product states as complex valued hidden
Markov models

We now explain how the polynomial in Theorem 3 was obtained, and connect the classical
hidden Markov model and matrix product states through a reparametrizing rational map. The
parametrization of the state Ψ is analogous to that of the moment tensor of a binary hidden
Markov model used in [4] for symbolic computations.

The fact that MPS can be seen as quantum analogues of HMMs is well known in quantum
probability. Here we show that this connection is more than an analogy, by giving an explicit
HMM-motivated parametrization of an MPS Ψ which specializes to an HMM probability dis-
tribution in the case where all the parameters are real stochastic matrices. While from the
quantum probability perspective it is often the density matrix rather than the MP vector state
that plays the role of the probability distribution of the HMM, note that here the analogy is
between vector state and probability distribution. This relationship is useful because it makes
some of the algebraic results from the classical case applicable, because it removes internal
symmetries in a natural way, and because it provides a means to generalize classical statistical
results (and algorithms) to the quantum case whenever such maps can be written down. The
map between HMM and MPS we describe can be compactly expressed in the language of string
diagrams as shown in Fig. 3.

Let T be a 2 × 2 transition matrix and E a 2 × 2 emission matrix. For a (classical) hidden
Markov model, T and E are nonnegative stochastic matrices (their rows sum to one), represen-
ting a four-dimensional parameter space. For PB, T and E will be complex with row sums all
equal to some constant z ∈ C, so they form a parameter space isomorphic to C5. Note that
from the standpoint of projective geometry, exchanging a requirement that rows sum to one to
a requirement that they sum to shared, arbitrary complex number is actually natural. This is
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Figure 3. Parameterization of an MPS model as a complex HMM using complex E and T matrices

with all row sums equal to z ∈ C and copy dot (comultiplication) tensor (circle). Contraction of a region

of the tensor network enclosed by a dashed line yields an A tensor.

a somewhat common trick in algebraic statistics when working with computer algebra systems.
We parametrize the Ai in terms of (T,E) by

A0 = T, A1 =

(
e01 0
0 e11

)(
t00 t01
t10 t11

)
.

This is shown in Fig. 3; grouping and contracting the E, T , and copy dot tensors into an A
tensor yields a dense parameterization of an MPS as depicted in Fig. 1. We then parameterize E
and T with the five parameters u, v0, b, c0, z by setting

E =

(
z − u+ v0 u− v0
z − u− v0 u+ v0

)
and T =

(
z + u− c0 z − b+ c0
z − b− c0 z + b+ c0

)
.

Composing these formulae with the map (A0, A1) 7→ Ψ yields a restricted parametrization

ρN : C5 → C2N , whose image lies inside PB(2, 2, N).

Proposition 11. The variety PB(2, 2, N) is at most 5-dimensional, and the image of our re-
stricted parametrization ρN is dense in it.

Proof. Suppose Ψ = Ψ(A0, A1) for A0, A1 generic. First, we will transform the Ai by simulta-
neous conjugation with an element P of SL2 to a new pair of matrices A′0, A

′
1 such that A′0 has

equal row sums and A′1 = DA′0 for a diagonal matrix D. Generically, A0 is invertible, and we can
diagonalize the matrix A1A

−1
0 , so we write U−1A1A

−1
0 U = D0, and then U−1A1U = D0U

−1A0U .
Next we find another diagonal matrix D1 ∈ SL2 such that D−11 U−1A0UD1 has equal row sums.
Then let P = UD1 and A′i = D−11 U−1AiUD1, and we are done with our transformation. Now
Ψ = Ψ(A′0, A

′
1) since simultaneous conjugation does not change trace products. But now let-

ting z be the common row sum of A′0, we can solve linearly for u, v0, b, and c0 to obtain
Ψ = ρ(u, v0, b, c0, z). �

In fact we know from exact computations in Macaulay2 [7] that the dimension dim PB(2, 2, N)
= 5 for 4 ≤ N ≤ 100. This is proven by checking that the Jacobian of ρ attains rank 5 at some
point with randomly chosen integer coordinates, giving a lower bound of 5 on the dimension of
its image. We can now prove Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 3. When parametrized using ρ, there are sufficiently few parameters and
the entries of Ψ are sufficiently short expressions that Macaulay2 is also able to compute the ex-
act kernel of the parametrization, i.e. defining equations for the model. It is by this method that
we obtain the hypersurface equation of Theorem 3 as the only ideal generator for PB(2, 2, 4). �

3.1 Identifying parameters of MPS

Determining the parameters of an MPS is related to quantum state tomography, and represents
a quantum analog to the identifiability problem in statistics. The extent to which the parameters
can be identified can be addressed algebraically.
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Given D ×D matrices A1, . . . , Ad with indeterminate entries, we write CD,d for the algebra
of polynomial expressions in their entries that are invariant under simultaneous conjugation of
the matrices by GL2.

Sibirskii [14], Leron [9], and Procesi [13] showed that the algebra CD,d is generated by the
traces of products tr(Ai0 · · ·Ain) as n ≥ 0 varies. For this reason, CD,d is called a trace algebra.
Its spectrum, Spec CD,d, is a trace variety. Since the coordinate ring of PB(D, d,N) is a subring

of CD,d, we have a map Spec CD,d → CdN parameterizing a dense open subset of PB(D, d,N).
In the case D = 2, Sibirskii showed further that the trace algebra C2,d is minimally generated

by the elements tr(Ai) and tr(A2
i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, tr(AiAj) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d, and tr(AiAjAk) for

1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ d.
For d = 1, . . . , 6, the number of such generators is 2, 5, 10, 18, 30, 47. In particular, when

d = 2, the number of generators equals the transcendence degree of the ring, 5 = 8 − 3. This
means SpecC2,2 is isomorphic to C5, yielding for each N a dominant parametrization φN :
C5 → PB(2, 2, N). Gröbner bases for randomly chosen fibers indicate that for N = 4, . . . , 10,
the map φN is generically k-to-one, where k = 8, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, respectively. Continuing this
sequence suggests the following.

Conjecture 12. Using the trace parameterization φN , for N ≥ 5, almost every periodic boun-
dary MPS has exactly N choices of parameters that yield it.

In other words, for N ≥ 5, the parametrization φN : C5 ' SpecC2,2 → PB(2, 2, N) is
generically N -to-1. Generically, the points of SpecC2,2 are in bijection with the SL2-orbits of
the tensors A. The conjecture implies that, up to the action of SL2, the parameters of a binary,
D = d = 2 translation invariant matrix product state with periodic boundary are algebraically
identifiable from its entries.

4 Conclusion

A conjectured dictionary between tensor network state models and classical probabilistic graphi-
cal models was presented in [10]. In this dictionary, matrix product states correspond to hidden
Markov models, the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm to the forward-
backward algorithm, tree tensor networks to general Markov models, projected entangled pair
states (PEPS) to Markov or conditional random fields, and the multi-scale entanglement renor-
malization ansatz (MERA) loosely to deep belief networks.

In this work we formalize the first of these correspondences and use it to algebraically cha-
racterize quantum states representable by MPS and study their identifiability. In future work
we plan to extend these results to larger bond and physical dimensions, as well as to other
tensor network state models such as tree tensor networks. Some of these extensions should be
straightforward, while others will require new ideas.
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